B1. How many different species of animals live on Mundus?

B2. Are there any invertebrates (animals that do not have a spinal column) on Mundus?

B3. Are ringflies nocturnal animals (active at night), or are they active during the day?

B4. Which animal are the Mundians afraid of?

B5. Besides shellbeasts, Mundians also eat a plant that they call “waan”. What part of the plant do they eat?

B6. Is the shell of a shellbeast hard, like bone, or soft, like flesh?

B7. Where does the shellbeast have its anus (its bottom)?

B8. How many seeds does a single “waan” flower produce?
B9 What season is it in the picture of the school?

B10 How many fingers do Mundians have?

B11 What colour is the fruit of the “deffe” plant?

B12 What colour are the seeds of the “waan” plant?

B13 Were there shellbeasts in the “slip dok dok” era?

B14 What kind of mark does the ringfly have on its back?

B15 “Klang” means ‘season’. How many seasons are there on Mundus?

B16 “Klang” means ‘season’. Which season is the hottest?
B17 Are there more than 365 days in a Mundian year or fewer? (365 days = one year on Earth)

B18 Does it ever freeze on Mundus?

B19 Which town on Mundus is at the highest altitude?

B20 Which two Mundian towns are farthest from each other?

B21 Are there any volcanoes on Mundus?

B22 Does it ever snow on Mundus?

B23 How far is the most western point of Mundus (left on the map) from the most eastern point? Give your answer in Mundian “dos”.

B24 Why are some layers of soil in the hills darker than others?
Mundian numbers consist of dots, lines and triangles. What has a higher value, a dot or a triangle?

Does this represent a single number or more than one number?

Does this represent a single number or more than one number?

If a single number consists of a few dots, a few lines and a few triangles, which of these shapes are at the top?

Do Mundians write the result of an addition problem below the problem or alongside it?

Mundians can walk about 35 “dos” in a day. How many days does it take them to walk from Laka-wom to Nuki-wom?

Do Mundians have a written language?

What Mundian word is shown here?
Mundians use the word “pi” a lot. Do they use it when they’re happy, or when they’re unhappy?

A Mundian points up ahead and says “blof maya”. You see spiceherb plants, hills, and the ocean in the distance. What does “blof maya” mean?

A Mundian walks past and says “do steppe kapuki”. What does he mean?

A Mundian looks at you and says “do affu lo”. What does he mean?

“Slip” means ‘era’. In which era do the Mundians live now?

“Slip” means ‘era’. What was the longest era in Mundian history?

“Slip” means ‘era’. In which era was the great maze built?

“Slip” means ‘era’. In which era was it very dark on Mundus?
There is an old structure on Mundus that means a lot to the Mundians. What kind of structure is it?

What tools and utensils do Mundians use?

Mundians like to paint. What shape do they like to paint most?

Can Mundians make fire?

Which excavations are the oldest, those from layers 93-108 or those from 161-176?

What subjects are taught in Mundian schools, as far as you can tell?

Do the Mundians have electricity?

“Slip” means ‘era’. Mundian history is divided into how many eras?